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The in situ cometary dust particle instrument COSIMA (COmetary Secondary Ion Mass
Analyser) onboard ESA’s Rosetta mission has collected about 31 000 dust particles in the
inner coma of comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko since August 2014. The particles are
identified by optical microscope imaging and analysed by time-of-flight secondary ion mass
spectrometry. After dust particle collection by low speed impact on metal targets, the collected
particle morphology points towards four families of cometary dust particles. COSIMA is an
in situ laboratory that operates remotely controlled next to the comet nucleus. The particles
can be further manipulated within the instrument by mechanical and electrostatic means
after their collection by impact. The particles are stored above 0°C in the instrument and the
experiments are carried out on the refractory, ice-free matter of the captured cometary dust
particles. An interesting particle morphology class, the compact particles, is not fragmented
on impact. One of these particles was mechanically pressed and thereby crushed into
large fragments. The particles are good electrical insulators and transform into rubble pile
agglomerates by the application of an energetic indium ion beam during the secondary ion
mass spectrometry analysis.
This article is part of the themed issue ‘Cometary science after Rosetta’.

1. Introduction
After a 10-year journey ESA’s cornerstone mission Rosetta reached comet 67P/Churyumov–
Gerasimenko (hereafter 67P) in August 2014. Since then Rosetta has been escorting the comet
nucleus and the Rosetta mission ended on 30 September 2016. While the comet travelled into and
out of the inner Solar System, the Rosetta spacecraft has been steered as close as 6.8 km or as far
as 1500 km from the nucleus [1]. The COmetary Secondary Ion Mass Analyser (COSIMA) is part
of the in situ dust instrument science payload of Rosetta [2]. COSIMA sequentially exposed and
imaged target assemblies and collected, imaged and analysed dust particles in the inner coma in
the vicinity of the comet nucleus.
Cometary nuclei are thought to be remnants of the building blocks present at the formation of
the Solar System. Cometary dust particles might have formed from the agglomeration of particles
present in the protosolar cloud or from presolar grains from previous generations of stars and part
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The instrument design and nominal operation modes are described in [2]. In the time period
of interest, COSIMA collects cometary dust particles on porous Au metal targets. Three targets,
with an area of 1 cm2 each, are mounted together on one target holder. They are exposed for up
to several months in the inner coma and the collected dust particles are imaged by an optical
microscope (COSISCOPE) in time intervals in the range of half a day to several weeks. Owing
to the porous Au top layer, the targets appear black in the microscopic images. The target
temperature is up to 10°C as the COSIMA instrument is residing within the Rosetta spacecraft
thermal insulation and is thermally controlled. Therefore, no ices can be observed by COSIMA.
For each target, two images are recorded, with illumination at incident angles in the range of
5°–15° from the left and the right side. The dust particles are identified by the cast shadow
and the light scattered off towards the microscope camera. For the porous gold targets, the
reflectivity is less than 3% and the targets appear black. The COSIMA targets are identified by
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of the material making up the protosolar nebula [3–6]. Cometary dust has been analysed in situ
and by sample return by previous space missions such as Giotto and Vega to comet 1P/Halley
or Stardust to comet 81P/Wild 2, and by investigations of various classes of micrometeorites
and interplanetary dust particles in the laboratory. The relative velocity of the dust particles on
braking and/or collection of about 70 and 6 km s−1 has been much higher than for the COSIMA
instrument collection and the cometary particles have been either destroyed or severely altered
in most cases [7,8]. The kinetic energy deposited by the dust particles during collection was about
6–8 orders of magnitude less during the COSIMA dust particle collection as the Rosetta spacecraft
speed relative to the nucleus is about 1 m s−1 or less and the cometary dust particle speed in the
inner coma of 67P is of the order of 10 m s−1 [9,10].
The dust particles collected by COSIMA are classified in four distinct morphological classes
based on the images taken after their collection by low speed impact on metal targets. The
observed particle typology and fragmentation morphologies are (i) compact, (ii) glued cluster,
(iii) shattered cluster, and (iv) rubble pile cluster agglomerates [11]. Both particle material
strength and impact speed determine the classification and cannot be disentangled without
further experiments. The cometary particles are altered by the secondary ion mass spectrometry
analysis and whole or parts of the particles are displaced or removed. For the cluster particles,
the analysis of the composition has been possible in most cases as only a fraction of the particle
was either removed or reshuffled and the particles seem to be heterogeneous in composition and
morphology [12]. But compact particles could not be analysed successfully in the nominal mission
phase of Rosetta as these particles are completely dislodged from the metal targets by exposure to
the ion beam and/or the electric field applied during the analysis with the COSIMA’s secondary
ion mass spectrometer.
The shattered cometary dust particles are composed of subgrains that are tens of micrometres
in diameter [13]. The interaction of the cometary particles with the spacecraft electric field due
to its potential of the order of up to −20 V has been described as a process potentially causing
the disruption of cometary dust particles prior to collection and/or detection resulting in particle
showers as the particles approach the negative potential of the spacecraft [14]. Dust particles and
surfaces being exposed to the local plasma, electrical and magnetic fields and solar radiation are
charged and interact with the local plasma environment by a balance of the various charging
currents [15]. Dust particle charging is assumed to cause cometary particle fragmentation in the
coma, but has not been observed in the dust particle fluxes of comet 67P [12,16]. The capacity and
electrical conductivity of dust particles are material properties applied in the modelling of dust–
plasma interactions and the potential ejection of dust particles due to electrostatic forces from the
nucleus surface [17,18].
In the following, we will describe and discuss experiments carried out on cometary particles
captured in the inner coma of 67P within the COSIMA instrument. The particles are either pressed
by mechanical means and/or bombarded with an energetic indium ion beam.
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a unique hex code ranging from XC0 to XD8. The X is substituted by the numbers 1, 2 or 3,
indicating the top, mid and low position, respectively, of the target mounted on the targetholder.
The images are subjected to either lossy or lossless compression. Further, for some images,
subpixel resolution of 10 µm is available [11]. Nominally, particles of about 14 µm (COSISCOPE
pixel size) can be identified and are specified by their coordinates in the target plane and the
timestamp of the first image after their collection. The particles are named for individual tracking
and bookkeeping.
Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) is applied to analyse the particle
surface layers and the target background. The mass resolution m/m in the period of interest is
about 900 at half peak maximum at m/z = 100 u, thus allowing COSIMA to distinguish elements
from organic molecules around the same integer mass for m/z < 100 u. The mass resolution is
lower than the nominal value of about 1400. The footprint area of the primary indium ion beam is
1750 µm2 and the pulse width is 6 ns (full width at half maximum). The energy of the primary
In+ is 8 keV and the In+ beam pulses are compressed and shaped by a chopper/buncher.
SIMS instrumental parameters have to be automatically optimized onboard prior to each SIMS
measurement or scan matrix block. The mass spectrometer can detect either positive or negative
secondary ions by reversing the potential of 3 kV of the secondary ion lens (SIL) in front of
the mass spectrometer for either positive or negative SIMS mode. The distance between the SIL
mounting plate and the target plane is 3 mm with the exception of the secondary ion collection
hole which is drilled in a cone of 1 mm inner diameter, 1.2 mm outer diameter and a height
of 1 mm, resulting in a 2 mm distance between the actual SIL and the plane target. The metal
target is always electrically grounded. The electric field is 1.5 kV mm−1 or 1.5 V µm−1 next to
the SIL cone and 1 V µm−1 off the SIL cone. In positive SIMS mode, the applied electric field
accelerates positive secondary ions towards the mass spectrometer and the electric field is directed
off the target. In negative TOF-SIMS mode, the negative secondary ions as well as electrons
are accelerated towards the mass spectrometer and the electric field is directed towards the
target. The positions to be analysed by TOF-SIMS are selected on the target and/or the particles.
The in-plane target coordinates X, Y are derived from the images and the particle height Z is
estimated from the cast shadow of the particle. As the flux of the collected secondary ions from
the target is about 20× higher than from the particles, spectra collected on the particle surfaces
and spectra collected on the target are summed and normalized to the Au elemental peak intensity
for comparison.
The handling of the targetholder within the instrument is carried out by a three-dimensional
robotic positioning unit, the so-called target manipulation unit (TMU). It moves the targetholder
to the expose-position behind the COSIMA dust funnel for collection of dust particles, or
moves it into storage, or places the individual targets on the targetholder in the focal plane
of the microscope or single particles in front of the primary ion beam and the secondary ion
mass spectrometer. The TMU handles all these different tasks including the exact positioning,
across several centimetres as well as in tiny steps down to 0.8 µm along the x-, y- and z-axis and
rotations up to 270° in 90° steps. One new function, not covered by the original task list to be
carried out by the TMU, is the pressing (not necessarily crushing) of cometary particles towards
the target plane. The rationale is that some particles, particularly the compact particles, can be
lifted or dislodged from the target plates during the TOF-SIMS operation, preventing the analysis
of their compositions. Slight pressing should ensure that the particles stick to the target during the
TOF-SIMS analysis. Instead of moving the target nominally to storage, the target is positioned in
front of the backside of another target in the storage and faces a flat, milled aluminium block with
an area of 0.5 × 0.5 cm2 with a surface roughness < 6.4 µm. The latter has the nominal function to
ensure the precise positioning of the targetholder in the grip of the TMU robot. The TMU grip
with the target moves on average about 0.5 mm s−1 along the z-axis towards the aluminium block
or 2 mm within 3.8 s. Before the particle on the target is touched, the velocity is even lower since
the TMU motion control loop decelerates before the final position is reached. The commanded
distance along the z-axis defines how much the cometary particle will be pressed between the
aluminium block and the metal target. The TMU grip with the targetholder is retracted after
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(a) Crushing a compact particle
The cometary dust particle Andrzej was collected in the time period 7–14 November 2014. The
distance of the nucleus was about 10–30 km, and the collection period overlapped with the
landing of Philae on 12 November 2014. Andrzej has an area of 4.3 × 104 µm2 and a height of
about 200 μm. Its morphology has been classified as compact. Sigrid was collected between 14
and 21 November 2014, at a distance from the nucleus of about 30 km. The particle Sigrid has
an area of 6 × 104 μm2 and a height of about 50 μm [11]. Between imaging the particle on 10
April 2016 (figure 2a) and 13 April 2016 (figure 2b), the particle Andrzej was pressed between the
target and the aluminium block as described above. The pressing took place on 12 April 2016.
About three quarters of the particle volume is not recovered in the ensuing image. The resulting
area is about 3 × 104 µm2 and the height is reduced to about 70 µm as visible by the shorter cast
shadow. The particle Andrzej is broken up and disrupted, a single, compact particle sticking to
the target and the other part or parts are either lost or sticking to the aluminium block. Particle
Sigrid is not altered as the particle height is less than the minimum distance of target plane and
aluminium block.

(b) Secondary ion mass spectrometry of a compact particle and a cluster particle
TOF-SIMS matrix scans of the particles Andrzej and Sigrid were carried out on 20 and 21 April
2016. Negative mode TOF-SIMS matrix scans of particle Andrzej resulted in the fragmentation
of the remaining part of particle Andrzej (figure 2c). The compact particle is transformed into
a rubble pile of about 25 µm in height and an increased area of about 5 × 104 µm2 . A few tiny
fragments are scattered up to 250 µm off the rubble pile. The particle Sigrid, not scanned by
the primary ion beam, but exposed to the electric field during the TOF-SIMS analysis, is not
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about 60 s and nominal TMU operation is resumed. Part of the particle will stick to the metal
target and another might stick to the plane surface of the aluminium block. The relative position
of the aluminium block opposite to the target plane is known with an accuracy of about 0.1 mm
and with a precision better than 15 μm. For the pressing of a particle, the commanded target grip
position has been set to an envisaged gap of 120 μm between the target and the aluminium block
on the backside of targetholder C7; the accuracy has been confined to about 50 μm by preceding
dry runs before pressing the particle of interest.
A nominal TOF-SIMS spectrum lasts about 2.5 min and consists of 225 000 individual primary
ion beam shots with the primary beam shot frequency being about 1.5 kHz. The mean current is
estimated to be about 7 nA cm−2 . Two consecutive TOF-SIMS spectra are collected at the same
position. Dust particles on two targets analysed by TOF-SIMS are illustrated and labelled by their
name in figure 1. On the porous Au target 1D0, 140 spectra have been collected for each negative
and positive matrix of TOF-SIMS scans next to and on the particle named Andrzej. There are 212
spectra each for matrix TOF-SIMS scans for the particle named Sigrid and 10 spectra each for
the target position as a control or background measurement (figure 1a). On the porous Au target
1C3, a series of short duration negative mode TOF-SIMS analyses have been carried out on one
spot on the surface of the particle named Lou with 220–225 000 primary ion beam shots as well as
on a target position for the automatic on-board optimization of the TOF-SIMS parameters. Each
sequence lasts for about 40 min including the TOF-SIMS, imaging and recalibration of the TOFSIMS parameters. The particles of interest, named Eylem, Evren, Matthias and Lou, and the two
TOF-SIMS positions are labelled in figure 1b. The TOF-SIMS coordinates as commanded for the
negative TOF-SIMS spot on the particle Lou are shown in figure 1c. The accuracy of the TOF-SIMS
position is about 50 μm in the x–y plane and along the z-axis. Shadowing effects of the particle
topography, and the primary beam inclination due to the local electric field might add a further
shift of the TOF-SIMS primary ion beam position relative to the particle surface.
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Figure 1. TOF-SIMS single and matrix scan positions on dust particles. (a) Sigrid and Andrzej on target 1D0; red and blue circles
mark the positive and negative TOF-SIMS positions during the matrix scans of the particles and the target. (b) Lou, Eylem,
Evren and Matthias on target 1C3; a blue circle marks the negative TOF-SIMS position during the sequential TOF-SIMS on Lou
and target. (c) Particle Lou, primary ion beam direction (brown arrow) and intended footprint (blue circle) in target plane and
versus schematic particle height profile as derived from Lou’s cast shadow.

altered. Images of particle Andrzej after the ensuing positive mode TOF-SIMS matrix scans do
not show any variation even for tiny particle fragments within the rubble pile (figure 2d). The
glued cluster particle Sigrid is flattened to about 25 µm in height and has an almost unchanged
area after the negative mode TOF-SIMS matrix scans. The morphology resembles a shattered
cluster agglomerate (figure 2e). No stray particle fragments can be observed. Ensuing positive
mode TOF-SIMS matrix scans on particle Sigrid do not show any further alterations, neither for
particle Sigrid nor particle Andrzej (figure 2f ).
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Figure 2. Optical microscope images (grazing incidence illumination indicated by red arrows) of particles Andrzej and Sigrid
on target 1D0 (particle names and TOF-SIMS positions as labelled in figure 1). (a) Before mechanically pressing Andrzej. (b) After
mechanically pressing Andrzej and a significant part of the particle is lost. (c) After negative matrix TOF-SIMS scans on Andrzej,
the compact particle is transformed into a rubble pile. (d) After positive matrix TOF-SIMS scans on Andrzej. (e) After negative
matrix TOF-SIMS scans on Sigrid, the glued cluster transformed into a shattered cluster agglomerate. (f ) After positive matrix
TOF-SIMS scans on Sigrid.
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The alterations observed for particles Sigrid and Andrzej have been observed only after an
extended TOF-SIMS matrix scan. Therefore, for a particle, Lou, which has not been exposed to
the primary ion beam before, the negative TOF-SIMS has been carried out on much shorter time
scales and with only one position on the particle within the footprint of the primary ion beam.
The dust particle Lou was collected between 19 and 20 May 2016 at distance of about 8 km from
the comet nucleus centre. It has an area of 4.7 × 104 µm2 and a maximum height of about 70 μm.
The morphology is classified after impact as a glued cluster agglomerate.
On 5 June 2016, the negative mode TOF-SIMS was carried out in a sequence with 220, 220,
220, 879, 3516, 14 069, 56 250 and 225 000 primary indium beam pulses per TOF-SIMS spectrum.
The time for one sequence consisting of initial spectra on the particle, the ensuing imaging and
parameter optimization scan on the target for the TOF-SIMS parameters take about 50 min. The
resulting secondary ion counts for the elemental peaks of H, C and O are shown in figure 4a.
Within statistical error, the first three TOF-SIMS spectra with the same number of shots are
similar. The secondary ion peak intensity is increasing with the number of shots summed per
TOF-SIMS spectrum for the fourth and fifth TOF-SIMS spectra. This applies also for the sixth,
seventh and eighth TOF-SIMS spectra, but alterations are observed between the fifth and sixth
TOF-SIMS spectra: the H peak intensity is less than expected from extrapolation from the previous
measurements, while for C and O this deviation is still within the statistical limits. Except for
this deviation, the peak intensities scale with the number of primary ion beam shots per TOFSIMS spectrum. The images of the target 1C3 on 3 June 2016 reflect the particles on the target
before the TOF-SIMS; the image taken on 6 June 2016 shows the situation after the TOF-SIMS on
particle Lou. Three particles in the size range of 40–80 µm equivalent diameter and casting long
shadows, Eylem, Evren and Matthias, are lost. Particle Lou is altered slightly in the upper corner
next to the footprint of the primary ion beam (figure 4b). The exact time of the loss of the three
particles cannot be determined as only subsections of the images next to particle Lou and the
SIMS target position between the TOF-SIMS sequences have been transferred due to limitations
in the telemetry data rate. The sequential image series for particle Lou are shown in figure 5. No
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Positive TOF-SIMS secondary mass spectra of the particles Andrzej and Sigrid as well as
the TOF-SIMS of the metal Au target are shown in figure 3. For particle Andrzej 70 spectra are
selected and summed, for particle Sigrid 26 spectra and for the target 10 spectra. With the primary
ion beam targeted on the same coordinate for two consecutive TOF-SIMS spectra, the ratios of
the elemental peak intensities of the first and the second TOF-SIMS measurement showed only
variations within the range expected from counting statistics and the two consecutive shots give
rise to the same secondary ion yield. Thus the equilibrium for the secondary ion sputter and
detection efficiency during TOF-SIMS has to be reached well within the time interval of 2.5 min
for each secondary ion mass spectrum. The spectra are normalized for the Au elemental peak for
comparison. Both particles are enriched for elements such as C, Na, Al, Mg, Si, S, K, Ca, Cr and
Fe compared to the target background (figure 3a). Example mass spectra for integer masses 39
and 40 such as 39 K and 40 Ca and integer masses 54 to 58 such as 54 Fe, 56 Fe and FeH are shown
in figure 3b,c. The target spectra are rich in hydrocarbons and polydimethylsiloxane compounds,
and are attributed to terrestrial, spacecraft and/or instrument contamination. These compounds
are much reduced on the particles. For comparison of the elemental composition of both particles,
Andrzej and Sigrid, the particle secondary ion elemental peak intensities are normalized to Fe. No
calibration was applied. The secondary ion peak ratios are similar for the glued cluster particle
Sigrid and the compact fragment of particle Andrzej within elemental ratio variations of about
60%. The C and Si secondary ion peak ratios, as normalized to their respective Fe peak intensities,
are about 40% lower on the compact fragment of particle Andrzej than on the glued cluster
particle Sigrid (figure 3d). The average elemental peak ratios for Mg, Al, S and Cr are decreased,
and Na, K and Ca are enhanced in particle Andrzej, but the error bars for these peak ratios are
too large to be distinguished on a statistically significant level.
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Figure 3. Positive secondary ion mass spectra (TOF-SIMS) for particles Andrzej (blue), Sigrid (red) and Au target (green),
normalized to the respective elemental Au peak intensity. (a) Spectra in the mass range 10–80 u. (b) Spectra in the mass
range 38.5–40.5 u including K and Ca. (c) Spectra in the mass range 53.5 to 58.5 u including Fe. (d) Ratio of secondary ion peak
intensities normalized to Fe of particle Andrzej relative to particle Sigrid. Elements C and Si are depleted in the compact particle
Andrzej relative to the glued cluster agglomerate Sigrid. Error bars refer to 68% confidence level for the statistical error.

alterations are observed up to sequence number 5 or 3516 shots. Then some additional particles
are observed on the target next to the upper right corner of the particle Lou after sequence number
6 or 14 069 shots. No obvious alterations are visible for the following sequence number 7 or
56 250 shots. After the last TOF-SIMS with about 225 000 shots, or sequence number 8, several
tiny particles are observed next to the upper right corner up to 300 µm off particle Lou along the
x-axis. Further, more fragments are added to the ones next to the upper right corner, even piling
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Figure 4. Secondary ion mass spectra measurements on particle Lou on target 1C3. (a) Sequential negative TOF-SIMS with the
total ion counts for hydrogen H (blue), carbon C (red) and oxygen O (green), versus the sequence in time. Number of primary ion
beam shots for each sequence indicated on top. Error bars refer to the 99% confidence level for the statistical error. (b) Optical
microscope images (grazing incidence illumination indicated by red arrows) before and after the SIMS scans on target 1C3.
Particles Eylem, Evren and Matthias are lost and particle Lou is altered (particle names are labelled in figure 1b).

up and casting a shadow indicating a height of 20 µm while the height of particle Lou is reduced
as indicated by its cast shadow. Other particles in the vicinity of particle Lou are not affected and
no alterations are spotted.

4. Discussion
The morphological classes of the cometary particles after impact on the COSIMA targets have
been outlined based on the COSISCOPE images [11]. Alterations of the dust particles due to
the TOF-SIMS analysis have been observed in the early mission phase and were attributed to
the weak attachment of the particles to each other and to the target [12].
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Figure 5. Optical microscope images (grazing incidence illumination indicated by red arrows, TOF-SIMS positions as labelled
in figure 1b,c) of particle Lou on target 1C3 for the sequence of negative TOF-SIMS spectra collected from one spot on particle
Lou and various numbers of primary beam ion shots. (1) After 220 shots, (2) after 220 shots, (3) after 220 shots, (4) after 879
shots, (5) after 3516 shots, (6) after 14 063 shots. Grains shifted next to right upper corner of Lou. (7) After 56 250 shots and (8)
after 225 000 shots. About eight small grains shifted up to 300 µm off particle Lou and further rearrangements next to the right
upper corner. None of the single particles next to Lou are removed.
Van der Waals forces are assumed to be the major forces for holding the particle agglomerate
together as well as the sticking of the particles to the metal targets. The compact particle Andrzej
is fractured and broken up by shear forces on compression between the two metal planes. The
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part sticking on the target after the crushing is classified as a compact particle and no additional
smaller fragments are observed on the target. The particle might have been damaged and there
might be fractures and cracks at a spatial scale below the resolution of the COSISCOPE images,
but that is analogous to all other observations of particles after collection by impact [13]. The
remaining large chunk of the particle after the crushing is a strong hint that the particle shear
strength is relatively high compared to other particles classified as cluster agglomerates and in
line with the strength analysis for these particle classes [13,19].
The TOF-SIMS secondary mass spectrum of the compact fragment of particle Andrzej is similar
to the glued cluster particle Sigrid except for its depletion in C and Si secondary ion intensities
normalized to their respective Fe intensities. If the compact fragment of particle Andrzej is
representative for the morphology class of compact particles, then these compact particles give
rise to lower carbon and silicon intensities relative to iron than particles smashed and broken up
on impact during the particle capture on the target and classified as cluster agglomerates.
The next series of experiments with cometary particles within the COSIMA instrument
addresses the relevance of the electrostatic forces and the diverse range of the morphologies of the
collected cometary particles within the footprint of the primary ion beam. The electrostatic forces
acting on a non-conducting or insulating particle on a conducting substrate are: (i) attraction
between the net charge on the particle and its image charge, (ii) the electric field acting on the
particle charge or the Lorentz force, and (iii) the attraction between the field-induced dipole
and its dipole image. The attracting forces scale with the square of the charge and the electric
field while the Lorentz force is a function of the product of the charge and the electric field. The
resulting quadratic equation defines the range of the charge of the particle and electric field for
which the Lorentz force is more significant than the attracting electrostatic forces [20]. The electric
field is the field between target and mass spectrometer entrance lens and the electric field due
to neighbouring charged particles. Since the COSIMA primary ion beam consists of In+ ions, the
particles within the footprint of the primary ion beam are charged up positively during TOF-SIMS
and this gives rise to a repulsive force between the charged particle elements. In the negative TOFSIMS mode, the electric field is accelerating negatively charged particles such as negative ions and
secondary electrons off the target while positively charged particles are driven towards the target.
In negative TOF-SIMS mode and with the dust particles charged positively, all the electrostatic
forces acting on a particle are directed towards the target and are compressing and/or shearing
the particle with the exception of the repulsive forces due to the positive charge of neighbouring
particles [21]. For positive TOF-SIMS mode, the adhesive forces are the same while the Lorentz
force is directed off the target, potentially lifting the particle.
For electric field gradients, the third force or the field-induced dipole can lift particles by the
dielectrophoretic forces, resulting in the particles being attracted to the electric field intensity
maxima and repelled from its minima as the dielectric permittivity of the vacuum is smaller than
the permittivity of the porous cometary matter [22,23]. For conducting particles, the field-induced
charges on the conducting particles are separated and particles can be lifted in an external electric
field [24]. Both forces do not require any seed charging of the particle by the primary ion beam or
contact charging.
The morphology of the remnant of the compact particle Andrzej is transformed during
negative mode TOF-SIMS matrix scan into a rubble pile agglomerate. The forces due to the TOFSIMS were high enough to break up the compact particle. The size range of the fragments in the
rubble pile is close to the particle size distribution reported for the rubble piles due to the particle
impact on the target on collection and the resulting mechanical fragmentation. The TOF-SIMS
operates in the static TOF-SIMS region, but still sufficient energy is transferred to the particle
to cause disruption during the matrix TOF-SIMS scans. The particle is fragmented due to the
electrical forces in the negative TOF-SIMS mode: charging due to the primary ion beam scanning
across the particle and the external electric field applied for the transfer of the secondary ions to
the mass spectrometer for analysis and detection. The volume of particle Andrzej has remained
the same within the measurement uncertainties, the area covered by the particle is increased
and the particle height is reduced. Across the particle, the electrical potential drops by about
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300 V before the TOF-SIMS and about 70 V after the TOF-SIMS assuming the electric field to be
a function of the particle height. Small, positively charged fragments, broken off the top of the
particle, are accelerated in the electric field down towards the target and, similar to the particle
impact on collection, are de-accelerated due to the rolling friction [25].
The negative TOF-SIMS mode matrix scan on the glued cluster particle Sigrid resulted in
fragmentation of the particle and the ensuing classification as a shattered cluster agglomerate.
Similar to Andrzej, this is most likely due to the electrical forces caused by the charging and
the applied electric field. The fragments are less scattered and closer to the main particle and
the resulting shattered cluster agglomerate appears to be flat. The shape of the particle Sigrid is
altered, but the volume seems to be the same before and after the negative mode TOF-SIMS matrix
scans, similar to Andrzej. Neither Andrzej nor Sigrid nor any other particle was fragmented or
further fragmented just by the application of the electric field. The charging due to the primary
ion beam is essential for particle fragmentation. Ensuing positive TOF-SIMS mode matrix scans
did not visibly alter either particle morphology any further. This might be due to the fact that the
particles have been already fragmented during the prior negative mode TOF-SIMS matrix scans
and no further fragmentation could be caused by the ensuing positive TOF-SIMS mode matrix
scans with the same primary ion beam settings.
The short negative TOF-SIMS mode sequential spectra on particle Lou revealed that the first
visible alteration of the particle required between 3516 and 14 069 primary ion beam shots or
the charge collected by the time of fracture being about 75–300 µC m−2 , based on a 7 nA cm−2
primary ion beam current. After 250 000 shots a significant fragmentation is observed. The particle
fragmentation has occurred next to the tip of the particle. This could be due to the tip of the
particle being in the region of the primary ion beam footprint and/or the exposed position on the
tip of the particle. Particle elements detach once the electrostatic repulsive forces are greater than
the sum of the van der Waals forces and the electrostatic attracting forces. The fragment elements
are further separated by acceleration along the static electrical TOF-SIMS field towards the target.
The distance travelled by the tiny fragments can be explained by assuming rolling friction as
the energy dissipative process. For spherical particles with a charge of up to 100 fC, a size of
14 μm diameter, a potential drop of 1.5 MV m−1 across 70 μm and a density of about 0.5 g cm−3 ,
the distance range would be between 70 and 700 μm as a function of the rolling friction which
is assumed to be a factor of 0.01–0.1 lower than the static friction [13]. The maximum distance
observed is about 300 μm and within the expected range.
During the negative TOF-SIMS of particle Lou, the particles Eylem, Evren and Matthias are
removed. These particles have not been charged by the primary ion beam. Other particles, similar
in size and height or being much closer to the position of the charging primary ion beam during
the TOF-SIMS are not lifted nor moved. The lifting force can be due to the dielectrophoretic
force or the particles being negatively charged and then lifted in the applied external electric
field. The dielectrophoretic force is not dependent on the particle charge or the polarity of the
applied electric field, but depends on the field gradients and the particle permittivity relative
to the embedding medium. The electric field gradients are only due to the particle sticking
out on the target in an otherwise uniform electric field next to the target. The DC permittivity
for porous particles without ices is estimated to be less than 1.3 relative to vacuum for 70 μm
particles, and assumed to be even smaller for larger and porous cometary particles without ices,
with the permittivity being a function of the particle porosity [26]. The adhesion due to van der
Waals forces scales with the size of the particles. The dielectrophoretic forces do not explain
the ‘lifting’ preference for the particle size range next to 50–100 μm equivalent diameter and
50 μm in height.
About 10 000 primary ion beam shots, spanning a time interval of about 6.6 s at 1.5 kHz,
are sufficient to track visible particle fragmentation in the images of the particle Lou. The size
distribution of the particle fragments is due to the size of the primary ion beam footprint of
35 × 50 μm2 as the Coulomb force scales with the particle charges and the repulsive force has
a maximum if the charges are equally distributed among the particle elements. We assume that
all charges within the primary ion beam footprint are collected without significant loss during
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The ice-free particles analysed after capture in the inner coma of 67P and storage within COSIMA
at about 10°C have an electrical specific resistance of about 1016 Ω mm2 m−1 . This is of the same
order as that of paper and these particles are good electrical insulators. The particles can be
manipulated and fragmented either by mechanical means such as impact or crushing, or by
charging them up. High electrostatic fields, such as 1.5 MV m−1 , can lift larger particles off the
gold targets without fragmentation of the particles. Cometary dust particles classified based on
their morphology after impact on collection can be transformed by TOF-SIMS analysis from one
morphology class to another one: compact particles to rubble piles as well as glued cluster to
shattered cluster agglomerates. Both morphology classes reveal the elemental fragments and
the compact and glued cluster particle agglomerates are assembled out of units in the tens of
micrometre size range. The composition of the particles is heterogeneous and varies up to 60% for
the observed secondary ion intensities normalized to iron between the two particles fragmented
and analysed by positive TOF-SIMS matrix scans.
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the time interval of 6.6 s and estimate the capacitance of a spherical fragment particle element of
14 μm in diameter as 2 fF. Then the specific resistance of the particles is about 1016 Ω mm2 m−1 .
The particles are good electrical insulators and their electric specific resistance is comparable with
that of paper.
The particles can be charged by contact charging of the insulating particles adhering to the
metal targets [27–29]. The applied electric field can lift a charged particle if it is charged negatively
in the negative or positively in the positive mode TOF-SIMS. In the TOF-SIMS series of particle
Lou, only negative mode TOF-SIMS was applied. The lifting or Lorentz force due to the applied
electric field and the particle charge must be larger than the adhesion force to the target due to van
der Waals forces and, potentially, electrostatic forces. In COSIMA, the charge necessary to detach
the particle from the Au target is of the same order of magnitude as the charge to break up the
particle or detach a particle element. Contact charging might give rise to up to about 10 μC m−2
[30,31] as compared to 75–300 μC m−2 for the particle fragmentation within COSIMA. The contact
charge estimate is in line with the observation that particles are not fragmented by application of
a high electric field and/or contact with the metal target as the resulting surface charge density is
below the threshold to break up the particle. The charging due to the primary beam triggers the
particle fragmentation. For a 70 μm diameter spherical particle, the upward force in the electric
field in negative TOF-SIMS mode is about 30 nN due to an estimated contact charge of about
−20 fC and applied electric field of 1.5 V µm−1 . That is about 1% of the lower threshold for the
particle adhesion force of about 2 μN, assumed to be only due to van der Waals forces and derived
from 0.4 μN for a 14 µm sized particle and a linear dependence on the particle size [13,32–34].
Both forces scale with the particle size and do not explain the observed preferential lifting of
particles larger than 50 µm. The electrostatic mirror force due to the dielectric particle attached to
the conductive target would add to the adhesion force for larger particles. The lifting of a compact
particle, elliptical in shape such as particle Matthias with a volume envelope of 35 × 75 × 45 μm3 ,
might be accomplished along a dynamic pathway: the particle is first tilted or rolled due to the
torque induced by the polarization by the electric field in the dielectric particle or due to nonisotropic charge distribution. The torque is proportional to the particle size. The adhesion force
is reduced to low values as applied for rolling friction and the Lorentz force due to the contact
charge could be sufficient to detach and lift the whole particle in the applied electric field. In the
laboratory, mechanical vibration introduced a similar effect on toner particles and the uncertainty
introduced by the range of the magnitudes of the van der Waals forces and the assumption of
spherical particle shape and uniform charge distribution as compared to the real particle shape
and non-uniform charge distribution can give rise to systematic errors of about one to two orders
of magnitude for the ratio of the attraction to the repulsive forces acting on the particles [20].
This large variation might explain the observations that particles of similar size and shape are
detached only in some cases by the application of the electrostatic field during TOF-SIMS.
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